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The GameObject class contains the code and structures to represent transformable 

2D sprites with collision detection. 

With respect to movement and collision detection, the GameObject class contains a 

transform matrix, a list of CollisionRadii and flags for processing the GameObject 

with respect to collisions. 

Firstly, the transform matrix accumulates all transformations applied to the 

object by adding (in case of scaling and translation) or pre-multiplying (in the 

case of rotation) a new matrix which represents the desired change to itself. For 

intuitiveness, the functions in the underlying Matrix3f class require only the 

desired change as input; in the form of a homogenous 3D vector representing 

translation, the uniform factor or individual factors representing scaling, or a 

floating point value representing the angle of rotation on the z-axis. Any of 

these intuitive values are then converted into their matrix equivalent to be 

applied, accordingly, to the transform matrix. By subsequently replacing the 

GameObject’s transform matrix with the transformed result, the GameObject 

accumulates transformations, enabling apparent movement and collision detection. 

Important: the order in which transformations are applied is rotation, then 

scaling, then translation. This prevents the rotation or scale transforms from 

applying to the translation vector and causing unintuitive movement. 

 

The CollisionRadii struct is the crucial data structure enabling this collision 

detection implementation. CollisionRadii is a structure storing a centre point (as 

centreX and centreY fields) and two synchronised lists which form a map of angles 

and their corresponding radius. In circle-circle collisions, the boundary of an 
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object is represented as a scalar radius (and perhaps an offset centre position). 

This enables fast and simple collision detection with the limitation that the 

boundary is a perfect circle. CollisionRadii structure enables adaptive-radius 

circle-circle collisions: by selecting an appropriate radius by it’s 

corresponding z-angle value, given the angle between the GameObject and another 

GameObject (as measured from the world x-axis) collisions can be detected 

according to more complex shapes.  

 

Further refinement of the CollisionRadii structure introduces interpolation based 

on linear combination – this produces the effect of a linear boundary, rather 

than an arc, between each radius of the CollisionRadii. 

Note: CollisionRadii centre-points and the lengths of their radii are represented 

in a separate space, bound-space, which gives the benefit of being able to offset 

bounds, i.e. to change the bounds independently of a GameObject’s transform space 

and hence sprite. Consequently, all the radii and centre-points are transformed 

from bounds-space to world-space for collision detection calculations. 

The GameObject stores flags to control the intricacies of movement and collision 

behaviour. Flags include: 

- Physics, whether forces and rotation affect the movement of the object and 

are dampened over time, i.e. due to friction 

- Collisions, whether the object should be considered at all for collisions 

- Ghost, whether the object’s movement should be affected by collisions 

- physicsContainer, whether the bounds represent a container or a regular 

object 
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- ignoreContainers, whether the object can move outside the boundaries of 

containers 

The collision detection algorithm behaviour is affected by GameObject flags: 

- Each GameObject, A, is given the list of all GameObjects, S, in the scene. 

o Note: there has been no need for culling, pruning or wide/narrow 

searches 

- If the collisionFlag of A is set and A contains at least one 

CollisionRadii, the algorithm iterates over the other GameObjects in S. For 

each GameObject, Sn: 

o If Sn has the collisionFlag set, and has at least one 

CollisionRadii, and Sn.collidedWithThisFrame list does not contain 

A.name 

▪ Select the closest CollisionRadii to Sn, from A; Acr 

▪ Select the closest CollisionRadii to Acr, from Sn; Sncr 

▪ Select the appropriate radius from Acr, given the angle 

between A and Sn, interpolating as required by Acr 

interpolation flag. 

▪ Select the appropriate radius from Sncr, given the angle 

between Sn and A, interpolating as required by Sncr 

interpolation flag. 

▪ Convert both radius lengths to world space and sum; giving Tr. 

▪ Calculate the squared-distance between A and Sn, giving D. 

▪ Switch detection behaviour depending on flags: 

• If exclusively A or Sn is a container and D >= Tr a 

collision is detected 

• Or, if A and Sn are both not containers, and D <= Tr a 

collision is detected 

o Movement is handled depending on flags (i.e. 

ghost) and both GameObjects are marked as 

collided. 

• Regardless of any collision, A.name is added to 

Sn.collidedWithThisFrame and Sn.name is added to 

A.collidedWithThisFrame to prevent redundant 

calculations. 


